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SUMMARY 
The en route noise of an Advanced Turboprop powered aircraft was estimated 
using projections of model noise data taken in the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind 
Tunnel. The noise levels were roughly equivalent in annoyance to the noise 
15.24 m (50 ft) from an automobile traveling at 80 km/hr (50 mph). It was 
~ felt that these levels would not illicit noise complaints from urban areas 
~ during the day but might be a slight annoyance in rural areas or in urban 
~ areas at night. Although it is not felt that the en route noise is a major 
problem, these results indicate that a reduction in the en route noise could 
improve the acceptability of advance turbo-prop airplanes. 
INTRODUClION 
Advanced turboprop-powered aircraft have the potential for significant 
fuel savings over equivalent technology turbofan-powered aircraft. To inves-
tigate this potential, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has 
an ongoing Advanced Turboprop Program (ref. 1). A single rotation turboprop 
design is projected to use 15 to 30 percent less fuel than turbofans (ref. 1) 
and a counter-rotation design may save as much as 8 percent more (ref. 2). In 
order to implement these fuel savings, however, the new turboprop aircraft 
have to be acceptable to the public. 
The noise of these advanced propellers has been projected to be a pos-
sible cabin environment problem for an airplane at cruise. A number of single 
rotation propeller models have been tested for acoustics in the NASA Lewis 
8 by 6-Foot Wind lunnel, at simulated cruise (refs. 3 to 5) and compared with 
model flight data (ref. 6). lhese experiments have confirmed the severity of 
the levels to which the fuselage exterior will be subjected and have rein-
forced the need for large wall treatment attenuations to arrive at an accepta-
ble cabin environment. 
These advanced propellers are a noise source of such strength that some 
of this noise at cruise may propagate to the ground and present an enroute 
noise problem for the people underneath the airplane flight path. the purpose 
of this report is to estimate, based on projection of the wind tunnel noise 
data, the enroute noise of an advance turboprop airplane at cruise. 
PROCEDURE. 
As indicated in references 3 to 6, considerable noise data have been taken 
on models of single rotation propellers in the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind lunnel. 
One of these propeller models, SR-7A (ref. 5) is a model of the Large-scale 
Advanced Prop fan (LAP) propeller (ref. 7). This propeller is to be built in 
2.74 m (9 ft) diameter size and flown on a Gulfstream II airplane (ref. 1). 
It was felt that th1s propeller was well enough developed to be representat1ve 
of the type that would be flown on a commerc1al airplane and projections of 
the tunnel data for th1s propeller model are used in this report. In addit10n 
a preliminary design model of a counter-rotation propeller intended for the 
Unducted Fan Engine (UDF) (ref. 1) was recently tested 1n the Lewis 8- by 
6-Foot Wind Tunnel. Noise data from this model, designated F1-A1 are also 
used here to make an estimate of the en route noise of a counter-rotation pro-
peller dr1ven airplane. This counter-rotation propeller model is not as well 
developed as the s1ngle rotat10n propellers and its noise at cruise may be a 
little higher than some later, more developed counter-rotation propellers. 
Some comments on this subject are made later in this report. 
The noise data from the two propeller models taken in the wind tunnel 
will be presented in the "Wind Tunnel Data" section which follows. The noise 
of the two propellers will be adjusted to the same distance from the propeller 
centerline using 20 10910 of the distance ratio and to the same thrust level 
using 10 log of the thrust ratio. Some comparisons of blade passage tone 
directivity and harmonic content of the two propellers will also be included. 
The projections to the cruise condition for a representative airplane are 
performed in the "Projection to Cruise" section. The noise data are projected 
to the airplane cruise condition using 20 10910 of the distance rat10 meas-
ured from the propeller centerline in propeller diameters and using 10 log of 
the thrust ratio between model and full scale. In add1t1on a correct1on equal 
to 20 10910 of the atmospheric pressure at cruise ratiod to that in the wind 
tunnel is applied to the data to account for different atmospheric conditions. 
S1x decibels are subtracted from these values, which were measured on a hard 
surface with assumed pressure doubling, to obtain a free field no1se estimate 
at cruise conditions. 
The cruise data are then translated to the ground using 20 10910 of the 
distance ratio and are corrected for atmospheric attenuation and Doppler shift. 
This is performed in the section entitled "Estimate of Enroute Noise." Also 
included in this section is a discussion of the airplane enroute noise observ-
ab11ity and annoyance as felt by someone on the ground. The noise estimates 
developed here are for the propeller noise only and do not include noise from 
the other propulsive or airframe sources. 
WINO TUNNEL DATA 
Noise Data 
The noise data used for these estimates were taken in the NASA Lewis 8- by 
6-Foot Wind Tunnel. The data were taken for the 8 bladed single-rotation SR-7A 
propeller shown in figure l(a) and for the counter-rotation F1-A7 propeller 
shown in figure l(b). A brief compar1son of the design conditions for the two 
propellers is in table I. The noise data for the SR-7A propeller were taken by 
transducers installed flush with the tunnel ceiling, 1.5 propeller diameters 
from the blade tip. (See fig. 2(a).) The no1se data for the F1-A7 propeller 
were taken on a translating acoustic plate which was 0.3 diameter from the 
propeller tip. The noise data at an axial tunnel Mach number of 0.8 are pre-
sented in table II. The SR-7A propeller was operated at approximately its 
design point and the F7-A7 propeller was operated at approximately where it 
would be expected to operate for an axial Mach number of 0.8. lhe F1-A7 
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propeller was des'gned for 0.72 ax'al Mach number cru'se but was operated here 
at M = 0.8 by chang'ng the blade sett'ng angle. The SR-7A data are presented 
'n table II(a) and have been previously reported in reference 5. The F7-A7 
data are presented here for the first time and are shown in table II(b). The 
Fl-A7 counter-rotating propeller was operated with its propellers turning at 
slightly different rotational speeds. Since any circumferential variation 
precesses rapidly past the pressure tranducers, good average noise numbers can 
be obtained. A narrow band frequency analysis, just wide enough (32 Hz) to 
capture the slightly different propeller tones in the same band was used. In 
other words the resultant spectra look similar to that from a single rotation 
propeller. Therefore only one set of tones and harmonics are shown in table 
II(b). 
Adjustment to Single Rotation Conditions 
To obtain comparable single and counter-rotation noise numbers the 
counter-rotation data were adjusted to the single rotation conditions. A dis-
tance correction of 20 10910 of the distance ratio measured from the propel-
ler centerline results in the counter-rotation (CR) data being reduced 8 dB. 
From tunnel measurements of the thrust of the CR propeller and estimates of 
the SR-7A thrust based on the data of a similar propeller, SR-3, the counter-
rotation thrust was approximately 34 percent greater. 
Although the counter-rotation propeller has two propellers it also has a 
significantly higher hub to tip ratio which is partially why it only has 
34 percent more thrust. Based on 10 log of the thrust ratio the CR data .is 
reduced 1.3 dB. The total adjustment is then 9.3 dB which has been rounded to 
9.5 dB since the data is listed in 0.5 dB increments. The adjusted data are 
listed in table Il(c). 
Comparison 
The noise from a counter-rotation propeller can be thought of as contain-
ing two parts: the noise from the propellers as if they were acting alone 
(steady sources) and the noise caused by the interaction of the two propellers. 
The noise from the propellers acting alone has components at the blade passing 
tone of each propeller and its harmonics. The noise caused by the interaction 
of the propellers only occurs at frequencies which are sums of the two propel-
ler blade passing frequencies. (See ref. 8.) For th's case, where the two 
propeller blade passing frequencies are close enough to fall in the same nar-
rowband, it means that the interaction noise appears in the spectrum at har-
monic numbers 2 and above. Therefore the blade passage tone data will be 
looked at separately from the harmonic data. 
Differences in directivity may affect the enroute annoyance from an 
Advanced Turbo-prop airplane. A comparison of the blade passage tone direc-
tivity from SR- 7A and F7-A7 is shown 'n figure 3. In comparing the blade 
passing tone directivities the single rotation propeller noise seems to fall 
off more quickly in front of the 90° position. This is probably a secondary 
result of the different measurement methods in the two experiments. The 
single rotation data were taken on the ce'ling of the wind tunnel under a much 
thicker boundary layer than that on the translating acoustic plate used for 
the counter rotation tests. Different amounts of boundary layer refraction 
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probably expla1n the faster falloff of the s1ngle rotat10n blade pass1ng tone 
1n front of 90° (see ref. 9). Th1s boundary layer refract10n was shown 1n 
reference 9, to not affect the data aft of the plane of rotation. Therefore 
the comparison of the peak levels should be valid. Here it is seen that this 
counter-rotat10n propeller 1s about 6.5 dB no1s1er at 1ts peak 10cat10n than 
was SR-7A, when adjusted to the same f11ght cond1t1ons but not adjusted for 
boundary layer d1fferences dur1ng measurement. The counter-rotat1on propeller 
also has 1ts peak n01se farther forward than the s1ngle rotat10n but st1ll 
beh1nd the 90° pos1t10n so boundary layer refraction 1s not an 1ssue. This 
d1fference 1n directiv1ty may result in a different annoyance on the ground. 
As was ment10ned prev10usly this counter-rotation propeller was a 0.72 
Mach number design adjusted 1n blade sett1ng angle to operate at a 0.8 ax1al 
Mach number. In addition this counter-rotation propeller was not swept spe-
cifically for no1se reduct10n as was SR-7A (see ref. 5). It 1s felt that the 
majority of the peak blade passing tone noise difference is the result of 
these design differences. 
In previous testing of single rotation propeller (ref. 3) the effect of 
sweep and acoust1cally tailored sweep were determined. Three propellers, SR-2, 
SR-1M, and SR-3 having respectively 0°, 30°, and 45° of tip sweep, were tested 
1n the 8 by 6 tunnel. The SR-1M was swept only for aerodynamic purposes while 
SR-3 was swept to provide noise cancellation from the various hub to tip sec-
tions. The amount of peak blade passing noise plotted versus helical t1p Mach 
number from reference 3 is repeated here in figure 4. At the M = 0.8 cruise 
condition, a helical tip Mach number of 1.14, the acoustically swept SR-3 was 
about 5 dB quieter than the SR-1M propeller. 
As shown in reference 5, the SR-7A acoustically swept propeller generated 
roughly the same noise levels as the SR-3 propeller. The counter-rotation 
F7-A7 propeller blade sweeps are similar to the SR-1M propeller sweep in that 
F7-A7 has 34° of tip sweep on the front propeller and 31° on the aft and is 
not tailored for acoustic cancellation. It is therefore likely that the dif-
ference in peak blade passing tone noise between the F7-A7 and SR-7 is primar-
11y the result of the counter-rotat1ng F7-A7 not having enough sweep and not 
having the sweep ta1lored to provide a n01se reduct1on. Furthermore it 1s 
probable that a future counter-rotation propeller used on a commercial a1r-
plane would incorporate noise reduct10n features and for the same thrust have 
roughly the same peak blade passing tone level as a SR propeller at cru1se 
conditions. 
The d1rectivit1es of the blade passing tone for the single and counter-
rotation propellers do show a different general shape between 90° and 110°. 
The single rotation propeller shows the lobed pattern typical of propeller 
noise while the counter-rotation propeller does not show the dip around 100°. 
This is probably the result of the directivity patterns from the two propel-
lers combining to fill in the dip. The addition of the two propeller sources 
may also cause the noise to be slightly louder at the peak. The increase in 
no1se for the counter-rotation propeller at the 128° position over that at the 
120° position is not understood at this time and may represent an anomaly in 
the data. 
Different harmonic content of the two types of propellers may result in 
different amounts of annoyance. The harmonic content comparison is also of 
interest because this is where the interaction noise is expected to appear in 
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the spectra. At take-off cond1t10ns, where the propeller alone (th1ckness 
n01se) 1s smaller, the 1nteract10n n01se due to unsteady loading w1ll probably 
control the harmon1c levels. (See ref. 8.) At cruise conditions the propeller 
alone (thickness) noise is stronger than at take-off and the harmon1cs will 
not be as strongly influenced by the 1nteraction n01se. Th1s 1s part1cularly 
true near the peak n01se 10cat10n. However, the propeller alone th1ckness 
n01se 1s pred1cted to decrease toward the propeller axes wh1le the 1nteraction 
n01se rema1ns strong. Two comparisons of harmon1c strength for the SR-7 and 
F1-A7 propellers are shown 1n f1gure 5. Part (a) 1s a compar1son of the har-
mon1c levels relat1ve to the blade passage tone for the peak 10cat10n. Part 
(b) compares the 90° s1ng1e rotat10n p01nt w1th both the 81.8° and 90° counter 
rotation data. 
The comparison at the peak location (fig. 5(a» shows the f1rst few har-
mon1cs of the counter-rotat10n propeller to be h1gher than s1ng1e rotation -
both measured re1at1ve to the blade passage tone, but at the h1gher harmon1cs 
the relat1ve levels are about the same. This shows that there m1ght be some 
interaction noise contribut10n to the harmonics at the peak location but not a 
strong one. 
The compar1son at the angles forward of the peak, figure 5(b) shows the 
harmonics of the counter-rotat1on propeller to be cons1stently 6 dB above the 
s1ngle-rotation harmon1cs. Here the interaction noise 1s indicated as be1ng a 
significant noise source. It may be that th1s extra harmon1c content of the 
counter-rotation propeller w1l1 make it more annoy1ng to the people under the 
flight path. 
PROJECTION TO FLIGHT 
In order to project this model data to flight conditions a representat1ve 
airplane must be chosen. A s1ngle rotation propeller for a hypothetical 
narrow-body airline has already been s1zed in reference 10. This airplane is 
to cru1se at M = 0.8 at 9 144 m (30 000 ft). For this a1rp1ane a 3.78 m 
(12.4 ft) d1ameter propeller with a tipspeed of 244 m/sec (800 ft/sec) was 
used. This was a 100 passenger a1rp1ane with two engines. For our en route 
noise estimate it will be assumed that two SR-7A propellers, 3.78 m (12.4 ft) 
in diameter would be used on this airplane. 
A counter-rotation propeller to propel th1s airplane would be smaller in 
diameter since its thrust 1s larger. The thrust correction has already been 
included 1n the tone noise levels of table II(c) but the frequency would be 
slightly higher for the smaller propeller turn1ng with the same tip speed. 
lhis s11ght difference in size is neglected here since 1t would not result 1n 
a significantly different frequency. 
For purposes of the estimate of en route no1se three propeller conf1gura-
tions are selected. The single rotation configuration 1s the SR-7A scaled to 
the 3.78 m (12.4 ft) diameter size. Two counter-rotation configurations are 
selected. The first 1s the F1-A7 scaled to the nom1nal 3.78 m (12.4 ft) diam-
eter size. The second 1s an attempt to represent a counter-rotat1on propeller 
with the same level of technology as the SR-7A propeller. Such a propeller 
would have ta1lored sweep to reduce the noise and would be designed for M = 
0.8 cruise. Its propeller noise s1gnature is approximated here by taking the 
F/- A7 noise signature and reducing it by 6.5 dB so that its peak blade passing 
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tone noise is the same as the single rotation propeller. It might not be pos-
sible to completely eliminate the 6.5 dB difference in an actual design since 
some of the extra counter-rotation noise may be from the summation of the two 
propeller noise signatures. However, the Quieter counter-rotation propeller 
is probably more representative of what will be flown on a product airplane 
and including it provides a range within which the counter-rotation noise 
would probably fall. 
To project the tunnel data to flight, corrections are made to account for 
distance, thrust, atmospheric conditions, and pressure amplification at the 
measuring surfaces. The thrust is assumed proportional to the propeller diam-
eter squared with a thrust noise correction of 10 log of the thrust ratio. The 
noise is assumed to vary with distance as 20 log of the distance ratio. At the 
same relative distance, measured in propeller diameters, the thrust and dis-
tance corrections from tunnel to full size cancel out. The tunnel operates at 
a pressure of 76.5x103 n/m2 (11.1 psi) at M = 0.8 cruise and the pressure 
at 9 144 m (30 000 ft) altitude is approximately 30.3x103 n/m2 (4.4 psi). 
Using 20 log of the pressure ratio, this yields a reduction of 8 dB from the 
tunnel data. Another 6 dB is subtracted from the tunnel levels to account for 
the pressure doubling on the measurement surfaces in the tunnel. The tunnel 
data is therefore reduced a total of 14 dB to convert it to a free field noise 
level at the arbitrary reference plane 1.5 diameters from the propeller tip. 
The projected noise levels at cruise for a propeller on a representative 
airplane are shown in table III. Part (a) contains the SR-7A levels, part (b) 
the F7-A7 levels and part (c) the "equivalent technology" counter-rotation 
noise levels (6.5 dB less than in table III(b». 
ESTIMATE OF ENROUT~ NOISE 
Correcting Flight Levels to Yield Ground Levels 
To obtain an estimate of the en route noise, corrections are needed for 
the distance, atmospheric absorption and the number of engines. The adjust-
ment for distance uses 20 l0910 of the distance ratio and indicates that the 
flight noise should be reduced 61.5 dB when it reaches the ground. For the 
number of engines correction it is assumed that the sources are not coherent 
and 3 dB should then be added to the one propeller data of table Ill. The net 
results of these two corrections is then a reduction of the table III numbers 
by 58.5 dB. An estimate of the atmospheric absorption of the noise is not as 
straight forward and a discussion of the valves used in this report follows. 
The common method of estimating atmospheric absorption for airplane noise 
is found in reference 11. The amount of atmospheric attenuation depends on 
the humidity and temperature of the air and the frequency of the sound. 
Reference 12, table 20 indicates that the amount of water vapor in the air 
decreases with altitude and yields approximately constant relative humidity 
with altitude. For purposes of this estimation it will be assumed that the 
relative humidity is constant with altitude and is taken at 72 percent rela-
"tive humidity. The temperature, however, varies greatly with altitude and 
table IV lists some of the temperatures at altitude for a standard atmosphere. 
Because of the varying temperature along the path from the airplane to the 
ground an atmospheric attenuation is obtained by an integration process. The 
vertical distance is divided into 1524 m (5000 ft) increments and the average 
temperature for that section is used to determine the attenuation. 
The propeller on our representative airplane emits noise with a blade 
passing frequency of 163 Hz and has harmonics at 326, 489, 652, etc. Because 
of the 0.8 Mach number velocity of the airplane a Doppler shift in these fre-
quencies is observed on the ground. The frequency observed on the ground is 
some multiplier of the frequency emitted. This ratio is expressed as 
frequency observed = __ ~1 ____ _ 
frequency emitted 1 - M cos eE 
where M is the airplane Mach number and eE is the noise emission angle. 
The emitted noise angle is different than the angle where the noise would be 
measured. This is again the result of the airplane velocity. The emitted 
angle is expressed as 
where eE is the emitted angle, em is the measured angle and M is the air-
plane Mach number. 
lhe atmospheric attenuations are calculated using the Doppler shifted frequen-
cies and the distance along the noise path calculated using the method noise 
angle. 
The tables ip reference 11 for atmospheric absorption only go as low as 
-17°C (1°F). As can be seen from table IV the temperature at altitudes 
above 4 572 m (15 000 ft) is below -18°C (0 OF). To approximate the attenu-
ations at temperatures below -18 °C (0 OF) it is assumed that the variations 
of the attenuation with temperature are symmetric about the peak attenuation. 
The attenuations below -18°C (0 OF) are small relative to the peak and any 
slight variations from symmetry probably do not materially effect the results. 
The atmospheric attenuations calculated for the airplane flyover are 
found in table V. In this table when the attenuations were over 150 dB, which 
is greater than the maximum level emitted by the airplane, the table is marked 
with the letter "a". 
Enroute Sound Pressure Levels 
The total attenuations listed in table V were applied to the various 
harmonics of the data of table III. When all of the corrections for distance, 
number of engines, and atmospheric attenuation were applied, an estimate of 
the en route noise was obtained and is listed in table VI. In this table, 
rather than include negative decibels, when the correction was larger than the 
original tone level the table is left blank. 
As can be seen from the values in table VI, the estimated en route sound 
pressure levels are high enough that they probably would be noticed on the 
ground. The highest sound pressure levels are at the blade passage tone and 
were 67 dB at 264 Hz for the single-rotation (SR-7A), 67.5 dB at 259 Hz for 
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the projected F7-A7 counter-rotatlon alrplane and 61 dB at 259 Hz for the 
"equlvalent technology" counter-rotat'on alrplane. 
These levels would probably not eliclt any noise complaints in a busy 
downtown area of a city but mlght be noticed in a more rural area or posslbly 
on a qulet clty street at night. 
It ls worth notlng here that the counter-rotation F7-A7 started wlth a 
peak blade passlng nolse 6.5 dB louder than the single rotation SR-7A, but ls 
only 0.5 dB higher on the ground. Thls ls the result of the counter-rotatlon 
peak belng at a more forward angle. (The peak is stlll behlnd 90° so boundary 
layer refractlon ls not an issue.) Thls results in a hlgher Doppler shlfted 
frequency and a longer path length which both yleld larger atmospheric attenu-
ations. The "equivalent technology" counter-rotatlon propeller is now some 
6 dB quieter than the single rotation propeller. The noise peak belng farther 
forward for the counter-rotatlon propeller presents an advantage when deter-
mlnlng the en route nolse. 
Annoyance 
For an evaluatlon of the annoyance of these alrplane nolse levels the "A" 
welghted scale was chosen. A table of the A welghted sound pressure level at 
each angle ls found ln table VII. In most cases the A welghted sound pressure 
level was controlled by the blade passlng tone and in all cases no more than 
the flrst two harmonlcs were requlred. The single-rotatlon alrplane showed a 
peak A welghted sound of 58.5 dBa. The F7-A7 counter-rotatlon 60.5 dBa and 
the equivalent technology 54 dBa. The logical comparlson would be to compare 
these values with that of the en route noise of a conventional turbofan powered 
airplane. However, a llterature search was unable to obtaln the en route nolse 
of a conventlonal turboprop. lherefore the advanced turboprop annoyance was 
compared wlth more conventional sources and found to be roughly equivalent to 
the annoyance measured 15.24 m (50 ft) from an automobile traveling at 80 km/hr 
(50 mph). (Ref. 13, fig. 10.1). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The en route noise levels for an advanced turboprop alrplane were esti-
mated. The estlmates were done using data projectlons from single and counter-
rotation model propellers tested ln the Lewls 8- by 6-Foot W'nd Tunnel. The 
counter-rotation propeller model did not lncorporate nolse reduction features 
as did the slngle rotation propeller. Therefore en route noise estimates were 
also made for an "equivalent technology" counter-rotation airplane which had 
its peak blade passing tone level adjusted to be the same as the single rota-
tlon propeller. 
The maximum sound pressure levels at the blade passing frequency were 
67 dB for the single rotatlon, 67.5 dB for the projected counter rotation and 
61 dB for the "equivalent technology" counter-rotation airplane. On an A 
weighted scale the single rotatlon alrplane was 58.5 dBa at the peak, the pro-
jected counter-rotatlon alrplane was 60.5 dBa and the "equlvalent technology" 
counter-rotation alrplane was 54 dBa. These nolse levels compare roughly to 
the noise 15.24 m (50 ft) from an automoblle travellng at 80 km/hr (50 mph). 
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It is felt that these levels would not illicit any complaints in an urban 
area during the day but might be reason for annoyance in a rural area or in an 
urban area at night. The presence of multiple flight, lower cruise altitudes, 
or larger and, therefore, noisier airplanes than the one used in this study 
might further contribute to the annoyance. Although it is not felt that the 
en route noise is a major problem, these results do indicate that a reduction 
in the en route noise could help improve the acceptability of advanced turbo-
prop airplanes. 
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TABLE I. - PROPELLER DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
S1ngle rotat10n Counter-rotat10n 
SR-7A F7-A7 
Number of blades 8 8 by 8 
Des1gn cru1se Mach number 0.8 0.72 
Nom1nal d1ameter, cm (1n.) 62.2(24.5} 62.2(24.5}/60.7(23.9} 
Nom1nal des1gn cru1se 
t1pspeed, m/sec (ft/sec) 244(800} 
Nom1nal des1gn advance rat10 3.06 
Hub to t1p rat10 0.24 
Geometr1c t1p sweep, degrees 48 
Act1vity factor 227 
Des1gn power coeff1c1ent 
based on annulus area 1.97 
TABLE II. - PROPELLER NOISE AT WINO 
1UNNEL CONDITIONS 
(a) SR-7A M = 0.8, as measured 
Harmon1c Transducer pos1t10n (angle from 
number propeller ax1s) 
75 0 90 0 101 0 11 0° 131 0 
Sound pressure level of harmon1c, 
spl, dB (ref. 2x10- 5 n/m2) 
1 (BPF) 136 1 51 145.5 151 .5 136 
2 (a) 135.5 137 138 133 
3 130.5 133.5 135 126 
4 127 132.5 128 126.5 
5 (a) 128.5 130 (a) 
6 125 126 
7 124 (a) 
8 (a) (a) 







TABLE II. - (Concluded) 
(b) F7-A7 M = 0.8, as measured 
Harmon1c Transducer pos1t1on (angle from propeller ax1s) 
number 
52 0 59.4 0 69.3 0 81.8 0 90 0 ,98.20 110.7 0 120.6 0 1280 

















(BPF) 142 144.5 149 161 165.5 167.5 161 .5 152.5 
(a) 135.5 132.5 154 157 158.5 155.5 150 
r 
(a) 148 151 .5 152.5 149 148 
1 
142 147 149.5 145 145 
137 143 147 143 139.5 
131 .5 139 142.5 141 .5 134.5 
127 135 139 138 133 
(a) 132 137 134.5 133 
(c) F7-A7 at cru1se M = O.B adjusted to s1ngle rotat1on pos1t1on 
(1.5 D) and thrust level. 
(BPF) 132.5 135 139.5 151 .5 156 158 152 143 
(a) 126 123 144.5 147.5 149 146 140.5 
(a) (a) 138.5 142 143 139.5 138.5 
1 1 
132.5 137.5 140 135.5 135.5 
127.5 133.5 137.5 133.5 130 
122 129.5 133 132 125 
117.5 125.5 129.5 12B.5 123.5 
(a) 122.5 127.5 125 123.5 

















TABLE Ill. - PROPELLER NOISE PROJECTED 
TO FLIGHT, FRE[FIELD CONDITION, 
1.5 DIAM[TtRS FROM 
PROPELLER TIP 
(a) SR-7 
Harmon'c Transducer pos't'on (angle from 
number propeller plane 
75 0 90 0 lOP 11 00 131 0 
Sound pressure level of harmon'c, 
spl, dB (ref. 2xl0-5 n/m2) 
1 (BPF) 122 137 131 .5 137.5 122 
2 (a) 121 .5 123 124 119 
3 116.5 119.5 121 112 
4 113 118.5 114 112.5 
5 (a) 114.5 116 (a) 
6 
1 
111 112 j 7 110 (a) 8 (a) (a) 
aTone not v's'ble above tunnel background. 
TABLE III. - (Concluded) 
(b) F7-A7'projected to flight 
Harmonic Transducer position (angle measured from halfway between 
number propeller planes) 
52 0 59.4 0 69.3 0 81.8 0 900 98.20 110.7 0 120.60 1280 
Sound pressure level of harmonic, sp1, dB (ref. 2x10- 5 n/m2) 
1 (BPF) 118.5 121 125.5 137.5 142 144 138 129 132 
2 (a) 112 109 130.5 133.5 135 132 126.5 119.5 
3 (a) (a) 124.5 128 129 125.5 124.5 116.5 
4 
1 1 
118.5 123.5 126 121 .5 121 .5 114.5 
5 113.5 119.5 123.5 119.5 116 112.5 
6 108 115.5 119 118 111 111.5 
7 103.5 111.5 115.5 114.5 109.5 106 
8 (a) 108.5 113.5 111 109.5 105 
(c) "Equivalent technology" counter-rotation projected to flight 
1 (BPF) 112 114.5 119 131 135.5 137.5 131 .5 122.5 125.5 
2 (a) 105.5 102.5 124 127 128.5 125.5 120 113 
3 (a) (a) 118 121 .5 122.5 119' 118 110 
4 
1 1 
112 117 119.5 115 115.5 108 
5 107 113 117 113 109.5 ,106 
6 101 .5 109 112.5 111. 5 104.5 105 
7 97 105 109 108 103 99.5 
8 (a) 102 107 104.5 103 98.5 
aTone not visible above tunnel background. 
TABLE IV. - TEMPERATURES AT ALTITUDE 
AltHude, a 1 524 3 048 4 5'/2 6096 7 620 9 144 
m (ft) (5 000) (10 000) (15 000) (20 000) (25 000) (30 000) 
Temperature, 15 5 - 5 -15 -31 -35 -45 
°C (OF) ( 59) (41.2) (23.3) (5.5) (-24.6) (-30.2) (-48) 
TABLE V. - ESTIMATE OF ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION 
(a) SR-7A angles 
Measured Emi tted Doppler Attenuation at harmonic, dB 
angle, angle, shifted 
em eE blade 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
passing (BPF) 
frequency 
75 24.4 600 84.7 (a) 
90 36.9 453 37.1 86.8 (a) 
101 49.3 341 18.5 46.2 77.8 103.6 139.3 (a) 
110 61.3 264 12 29 51. 3 67.3 89.5 120.3 139.1 (a) 
131 93.9 155 6.5 14 25.5 35 45 59 68.8 78.5 
(b) Counter-rotation angles 
52 12.9 740 (a) 
59.4 15.8 707 (a) 
69.3 20.9 645 98 (a) 
81.8 29.4 538 52 120.4 (a) 
90 36.9 453 37.2 86.8 131.1 (a) 
98.2 45.8 368 19.5 62.6 95.6 146.6 (a) 
11 0.7 62.3 259 11. 9 28.8 51 66.7 88.7 119.2 (a) 
120.6 7/ .1 197 7.7 19.6 36.1 46.4 60.1 80.9 94.8 108.7 
128 88.9 106 6.5 14 25.5 35 45 59 68.8 78.5 
aGreater than 150 dB. 
TABLE VI. - ENROU1E ESTIMA1E OF NOISE 
(a) Based on single rotation SR-7 
Harmonic Transducer position (angle 
number from propeller axis) 
75° 90° 101 ° 11 0° 131 ° 
Sound pressure level of 
harmonic, spl, dB 
(ref. 2xl0- 5 n/m2) 
1 (BPF) (a) 41.5 54.5 67 58 
2 (a) 18.5 30.5 40.5 







0 ! 7 8 
aLevel below 0 dB. 
TABLE VI. - (Concluded) 
(b) Based on counter-rotation F7-A7 
Harmonic Transducer position (angle from propeller axis) 
number 
52° 59.4° 69.3° 81.8° 90° 98.2° 110.7° 120.6° 128° 
Sound pressure level of harmonic, spl, dB (ref. 2x10- 5 n/m2) 
1 (BPF) (a) (a) (a) 27 46.5 66 67.5 63 67 
2 (a) (a) 14 44.5 48.5 47 










7 ~ 8 
(c) "Equivalent technology" counter-rotation 
1 (BPF) (a) (a) (a) 20.5 40 59.5 61 56.5 60.5 
2 (a) (a) 7.5 38 42 40.5 
3 (a) 9.5 23.5 26 
4 
1 




6 ! 1 7 8 
aLevel below 0 dB. 
TABLE VII. - "A" WEIGHTED SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL 
(a) Single rotation airplane 
Angle 75° 90° 101 ° 11 0° 131 ° 
A weighted sound 
pressure level, dB -- - 37.5 48 58.5 46 
(b) Counter-rotation airplane, based on F7-A7 
Angle 52° 59.4° 69.3° 81.8° 90° 98.2° 110.7° 120.6° 128° 
A weighted sound 
pressure level, dB -- ----- -- - -- 24 42.5 60.5 59 52.5 48 
(c) "Equivalent technology" counter-rotation airplane 
Angle 52° 59.4° 69.3° 81.8° 90° 98.2° 110.7° 120.6° 128° 
A weighted sound 
pressure level, dB - - - - --- ". ~ - -- 17.5 36 54 52.5 46 41.5 
(a) SR-7A. 
(b) F7 - A7. 
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Figure 3. - Comparison of blade passage tones. 
Figure 4. - Maximum blade passage tone variation with helical tip 
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0 SR-7A, 1100 
0 F7-A7,98.2° 
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Harmonic number 
(a) Comparison at peak. 
o SR-7A, 900 
o F7-A7 900 
t:" F7-A 7: 81.80 
-30 ~ __ .L--__ .L.-__ -'-_--' 
1 2 3 4 5 
Harmonic number 
(b) Comparison formed at peak. 
Figure 5. - Comparison of harmonics. 
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